Wax Monoprint
Junior Primary / Secondary

LESSON PLAN
Wax Monoprint
TITLE:
YEAR LEVELS: Junior Primary / Secondary
TIME FRAME: 1 X 1 Hour Lessons

LEARNING GOALS
Understand how to create a monoprint
Develop drawing and layering skills with oil pastels

ACTIVITY BREAKDOWN
Lesson 1
Students look at different ways of monoprinting and what the term means.
Demonstrate the wax transfer method on sensory paper. Ask students to feel the paper and speak
about texture. Discuss how this paper helps to hold the wax and what happens when heat is applied.
Students draw their own designs on sensory paper using oil pastels or crayons. Ensure students draw
a few layers on top of each other to get a thick coating of wax.
Students may be allowed to choose the surface they would like to transfer on to and the placement.
Options could include wood, cotton, calico, canvas or students could make their own T shirts/ bags.

SKILLS
In this lesson students will explore monoprinting. Students
will create a wax based monoprint by drawing on to
sensory paper with oil pastels. They will create multiple
layers and then iron their paper on to a piece of material
to transfer the print.

MATERIALS
Sensory paper
Wax crayons / oil pastels
Iron
Ironing board
Fabric/ wood/ canvas to transfer on to

Supporting teachers in creative education

Depending on the level/ age of the student’s teachers may allow them to iron the design on
themselves or do it for them.
Use an ironing board and place the surface you are transferring on to on top. Place sensory paper
drawing side down and iron the back of the sensory paper for approximately 30 seconds.

REFLECTION / EXTENSION
Reflection: Think about the different surfaces or items you could print on to and how that would
impact the reading of the work (EG wood, T shirts, shoes, canvas, etc)
Extension: Students can make multiple prints of the same image by colouring the sensory paper in
different colours and creating interesting compositions.
Students could create a collaborative piece by re-drawing their artwork and transferring it on to a
large surface with another students’ work.

